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The potential of near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) for screening the sinigrin, gluconapin, 4-hydroxy-
glucobrassicin, and total glucosinolate contents of Indian mustard (Brassica juncea L. Czern. & Coss.)
seed was assessed. Intact seed samples of this species were analyzed by NIRS and their reference
values regressed against different spectral transformations by modified partial least-squares (MPLS)
regression. The coefficients of determination (r 2) for sinigrin, gluconapin, 4-hydroxyglucobrassicin,
and total glucosinolate contents were, respectively, 0.86, 0.95, 0.33, and 0.82. The standard deviation
to standard error of prediction (SEP) ratio, and SEP to standard error of laboratory ratio were for
these constituents as follows: sinigrin, 2.59 and 2.70; gluconapin, 4.16 and 2.08; 4-hydroxygluco-
brassicin, 1.18 and 1.40; and total glucosinolates, 2.18 and 1.60. By comparison of commercial sinigrin
spectrum with the first MPLS loadings of the sinigrin equation, it can be concluded that the molecule
of sinigrin has a specific signal in the seed spectrum of Brassica.
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INTRODUCTION

Glucosinolates (â-thioglucoside-N-hydroxysulfates) are natu-
rally occurring thioglucosides that are characteristic of the
Cruciferae (including the genusBrassica) and related families
in the order Capparales. In general, glucosinolates conform to
the basic structure shown inFigure 1a. The structural diversity
of this large group of compounds is due almost entirely to the
different substituents possible at the side-chain position R. The
R substituent may be an alkyl or alkenyl side chain, which itself
may contain substituents of hydroxyl groups or sulfur. Alter-
natively, the R substituent may be an aromatic or a heteroaro-
matic group. Glucosinolates, and specifically their hydrolysis
products, are the compounds responsible for many of the
beneficial and harmful properties of glucosinolate-containing
plants. Among the beneficial characteristics of glucosinolates
are their antibacterial and antifungal properties (1) and their
cancer-chemoprevention activity (2, 3). In addition to the above-
mentioned attributes, glucosinolates are also the molecules
responsible for the pungent and hot flavors characteristics of
the seed of someBrassicacrops, which are highly valued in
mustard spices. However, the toxic and antinutritive effects of
glucosinolates have limited the use of seed meals fromBrassica
oilseeds for human food and animal feed (4). These negative

effects of glucosinolates have been the basis for research
targeting low glucosinolate contents in someBrassicacrops (5).

Chemical analysis ofBrassica crops for determining the
glucosinolate content is expensive and time-consuming. The
high cost and labor input required to obtain the total glucosi-
nolate content in the seed samples by the standard methods of
analysis, such as high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) and gas-liquid chromatography, are serious handicaps
to the analysis of large sets of samples, which is usually
necessary to identify the target genotypes. The use of fast
analytical techniques such as near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)
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Figure 1. (a) General structure of glucosinolates. (b) Structure of the
side chain R of 4-hydroxyglucobrassicin.
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results in many advantages because analysis can be made with
a considerable saving of time, at a low cost, and without using
hazardous chemicals. In addition, samples can be analyzed in
their natural form without destruction, which is very useful in
the case of scarce and valuable seed material.

Most authors using NIRS for determining the glucosinolate
content ofBrassicahave focused their efforts on the speciesB.
napusand its “double zero” lines (6-11), known as “canola”,
because of the commercial interest of this species. In contrast,
those works using NIRS for predicting the glucosinolate content
of Indian mustard (Brassica junceaL. Czern. & Coss.) are scarce
(12, 13).

B. junceashows a large variability in its individual glucosi-
nolate pattern depending on the geographical origin of the plant.
WhereasB. junceagenotypes of European or North American
origin contain from 150 to 200µmol/g of sinigrin (R is CH2d
CHsCH2-) (oil-extracted, air-dried meal), genotypes from the
Indian subcontinent contain variable amounts of sinigrin and
gluconapin (R is CH2dCHsCH2sCH2-) (14). In addition,
other minor glucosinolates are also present in the seed, such as
4-hydroxyglucobrassicin (Figure 1b). The glucosinolate pattern
exhibited byB. junceamakes it one of the most promising
species as a potential source of variability for glucosinolates,
to be used in the fields of agriculture and medicine. In addition,
its tolerance to drought permits this species to be used as an
oilseed crop in Mediterranean conditions (15).

This study focuses on testing the potential of NIRS for
determining the concentration of sinigrin, gluconapin, 4-hy-
droxyglucobrassicin, and total glucosinolates in the intact seed
of multiple accessions ofB. juncea from the Indian and
European areas and providing some knowledge about the
mechanism used by NIRS for predicting the concentration of
these compounds in the seed ofB. juncea.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples. This work was conducted with 2700 seed samples
(individual plants) ofB. junceafrom different geographical origins
(Europe and the Indian subcontinent). The seed material, held in the
Department of Agronomy and Plant Breeding (IAS, CSIC, Córdoba,
Spain), was multiplied in the years 1997, 1998, and 1999 in Córdoba,
Spain. Plants were grown in a typical xerofluvent soil (pH 8) (16), in
conditions of self-pollination. Mature plants were harvested individually,
and their seeds were collected in paper bags until analysis.

NIRS Analysis. Seed samples were analyzed by NIRS in an
NIRSystems model 6500 spectrophotometer (Foss-NIRSystems, Inc.,
Silver Spring, MD) equipped with a transport module, in the reflectance
mode. Intact seed samples were placed in the NIRS sample holder
(3 cm diameter round cell) until it was three-fourths full, and their
spectra were registered as an individual file, in the range from 400 to
2500 nm, at 2 nm intervals.

The spectrum file was then checked for spectral outliers by using
principal component analysis (PCA). Spectral outliers were identified
by calculating the Mahalanobis distance (H) of each sample spectrum
to the mean spectrum of the sample population. A total of six samples
showed a standardized distance from the mean (H)>3. After visual
inspection, it was decided to leave them out of the set for NIRS analysis
because of their abnormal appearance (non-well-rounded seed).

Also, on the basis of theH statistic, 208 samples were selected for
analysis as being most relevant and most representative of those in the
entire population (ISI SELECT algorithm) by their spectral features.
The selected samples were tested for bulk density by applying an NIR
equation previously developed (17), to ensure the viability of all the
seed samples used in this work. The selected seed samples were then
analyzed by HPLC, and their sinigrin, gluconapin, 4-hydroxygluco-
brassicin, and total glucosinolate contents were determined.

Spectra in the new file (n) 208) were ordered by the sinigrin
reference values of the samples, from the lowest to the highest content,

and the spectra were assigned to the calibration and validation sets in
a ratio of 2:1, respectively.

Using the program Global v. 1.50 (WINISI II, Infrasoft International,
LLC, Port Matilda, PA), different calibration equations for sinigrin,
gluconapin, 4-hydroxyglucobrassicin, and total glucosinolates were
developed on the calibration set (n ) 139). Calibration equations were
computed using the raw optical data (log 1/R, whereR is reflectance),
or first or second derivatives of the log 1/R data, with several
combinations of segment (smoothing) and derivative (gap) sizes [i.e.,
(0, 0, 1, 1; derivative order, segment of the derivative, first smooth,
second smooth); (1, 4, 4, 1); (2, 5, 5, 2)] (18, 19). To correlate the
spectroscopic information (raw optical data or derivative spectra) of
the samples and the content of the parameters being studied as they
were determined by the reference method, modified partial least-squares
(MPLS) was used as regression method (20), by using wavelengths
from 400 to 2500 nm every 8 nm. In addition, standard normal variate
and detrending transformations (SNV-DT) (21) were used to correct
baseline offset due to scattering effects from differences in particle size
among samples.

Cross-validation was performed on the calibration set for determining
the optimum number of terms to be used in the calibration equation.
The prediction error shown by the different equations in the cross-
validation was computed as the standard error of cross-validation
(SECV). This statistic is also used for computing the optimum number
of MPLS terms to be supported in the calibration model (22). Additional
discussion on the SECV statistic has been reported by Shenk and
Westerhaus (22).

Cross-validation was also used to identify those samples being
chemical (t) or spectral (H) outliers.t outliers are samples that have a
relationship between their reference values and spectra that is different
from the relationship of the other samples in the set and with large
residuals (t values>2.5). Samples with a larget statistic often put doubt
on the reference chemistry value. AnH outlier identifies a sample that
is spectroscopically different from other samples in the population and
has a standardizedH value>3.0.

Calibration equations were validated with five cross-validation
groups, and those samples identified as outliers were removed from
the calibration file in two elimination passes (23). The different
calibration equations obtained in the calibration process were then
validated on an external validation set (n ) 69), formed with samples
not included in the calibration set. The prediction ability of each of
the calibration equations obtained was determined on the basis of its
coefficient of determination in the external validation (r2), ratio of the
standard deviation of the external validation set to standard error of
prediction (RPD), ratio of the range to standard error of prediction
(RER) (24), and ratio of the standard error of prediction (SEP) to
standard error of laboratory (SEL). On the other hand, the bias (mean
of the reference values minus the mean of predicted values by NIRS)
and slope were considered as an additional criteria for determining the
magnitude and direction in which the NIR predictions deviate from
reference data for the diverse equations.

For the calculation of the SEL, which is a measure of the
reproducibility of the reference method, a subset (n ) 50) of the samples
used in the study were selected by their total glucosinolate content
through the entire range and analyzed in duplicate over different times,
analysts, and laboratories (IAS, Córdoba, Spain; University of Gem-
bloux, Gembloux, Belgium; and CETIOM, Grignon, France). Once the
SEL was determined, its value was compared with the SEP of each
equation to test the precision of the different predictive models in
relation to the error of the reference method.

HPLC Analysis. About 100 mg of seeds from the selected samples
previously scanned by NIRS was ground in a Janke and Kunkel model
A10 mill (IKA-Labortechnik) for∼20 s, and a two-step glucosinolate
extraction was carried out in a water bath at 75°C to inactivate
myrosinase. In the first step the flour was heated for 15 min in 2.5 mL
of 70% aqueous methanol and 200µL of 10 mM glucotropaeolin as
an internal standard (25). A second extraction was applied after
centrifugation (5 min, 5× 103g) by using 2 mL of 70% aqueous
methanol. One milliliter of the combined glucosinolate extracts was
pipetted onto the top of an ion-exchange column containing 1 mL of
Sephadex DEAE-A25 in the formate form. Desulfation was carried out
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by the addition of 75µL of purified sulfatase (EC 3.1.6.1, type H-1
from Helix pomatia) (Sigma) solution. Desulfated glucosinolates were
eluted with 2.5 mL (0.5 mL× 5) of Milli-Q (Millipore) ultrapure water
and analyzed with a model 600 HPLC instrument (Waters) equipped
with a model 486 UV tunable absorbance detector (Waters) at a
wavelength of 229 nm. Separation was carried out by using a
Lichrospher 100 RP-18 in Lichrocart 125-4 column, 5µm particle size
(Merck). The amount of each individual glucosinolate present in the
sample was calculated by means of the internal standard and expressed
as micromoles per gram of seed dry weight (dw). The total glucosinolate
content was computed as the sum of all the individual glucosinolates
present in the sample.

MPLS Loading Plots. The MPLS loading plots of the first three
factors generated from the MPLS regression performed on the second-
derivative transformation of the raw optical data (2, 5, 5, 2; SNV+
DT) were calculated. MPLS regression constructs its factors by
capturing as much of the variation in the spectroscopic data as possible
by using the reference values actively during the decomposition of the
spectroscopic data. By balancing the spectroscopic and chemical
information, the method reduces the impact of large, but irrelevant,
spectroscopic variations in the calibration modeling (26).

The loading plots show the regression coefficients of each wave-
length to the parameter being calibrated for each factor of the equation.
Wavelengths represented in the loading plots as more highly participat-
ing in the development of each factor are those of greater variation
and are better correlated to the parameter in the calibration set.

RESULTS

Individual and Total Glucosinolate Frequency Distribu-
tions for the Selected Samples. Figure 2shows the distribution
plots of the individual and total glucosinolate contents of the
samples (n) 208) used in this work. The glucosinolate
composition ofB. junceashowed two patterns, characterized
by high sinigrin and high gluconapin concentrations. Many

samples showed gluconapin concentrations close to 0, and
therefore, the total glucosinolate content was mainly determined
by its sinigrin concentration. These results are in agreement with
previous studies on this species (27,28).

Three constituents (sinigrin, gluconapin, and total glucosi-
nolates) showed wide ranges, whereas 4-hydroxyglucobrassicin
exhibited a narrow range. Glucosinolate concentrations shown
by the samples used in this work are those found in naturally
occurring and cultivated varieties of this species (29, 30).

NIRS Analysis.Sinigrin.Sinigrin was better modeled by the
second-derivative transformation (2,5,5,2; SNV+ DT) equation
(SDTE) of the raw 1/logR optical data than by any other
equation. SDTE showed a higher coefficient of determination
in the calibration (R2 ) 0.93) and a lower standard error of
calibration (SEC) 12.90 µmol/g of dw) than any other
mathematical treatment used in this work.R2 and SEC values
indicate the best theoretical accuracy obtainable for a set of
variables used to develop a calibration (31).

Two samples were identified as being chemical outliers in
cross-validation, and seven terms were selected as the optimum
number to fit the final model. After visual inspection of these
two seed samples identified as chemical outliers, it was decided
definitely to eliminate them from the calibration set because of
their high chlorophyll content (green appearance). The ratio of
the SD to SECV exhibited by the SDTE was the highest (2.74)
of the three equations. The coefficient of determination in the
cross-validation (1-VR) was high (0.86) for the SDTE and
slightly greater than that of the first-derivative transformation
equation (FDTE) (0.83). Although the FDTE showed a predic-
tion ability in cross-validation similar to that of the SDTE, it
was modeled by using a higher number of terms to fit the final
model.

Of the three equations, SDTE showed the highest prediction
ability (Table 1). The r2 shown by this equation (0.86) was
high, meaning that 86% of the sinigrin variability contained in
the seed samples of the validation set was explained by the
model (Figure 3A). The RPD and RER values shown by the
SDTE were the highest of the three equations and were close
to those values recommended for screening purposes (24). The
bias and slope corresponding to this equation were the closest
to 0 and 1, respectively, of the three equations.

To evaluate the prediction ability of the equations in relation
to the overall error of the reference method, the SEL was
calculated and related to SEP. Sinigrin determination by the
reference method showed an SEL of 6.94µmol/g of dw, and
the corresponding SEP/SEL ratio for the SDTE was 2.70.

Gluconapin.The various calibration equations developed to
predict the gluconapin content showed performances in calibra-
tion and cross-validation that were similar to those exhibited
by the different sinigrin equations. Two samples were identified
as being chemical outliers in the cross-validation (these samples
matched those outliers for the sinigrin equation) and were
eliminated from the calibration set. As previously occurred for
sinigrin, the SDTE for gluconapin showed higher prediction
ability in cross-validation than any of the other mathematical
treatments. HighR2 (0.95) and 1-VR (0.89) values were shown
by the SDTE and, also, the SD/SECV (2.99), which was the
highest of all the equations for any of the parameters studied.
The three equations were modeled by using 10 terms as the
optimum number from cross-validation.

The r2 shown by the SDTE in the external validation was
high (0.95) (Table 1; Figure 3B). In addition, the SDTE showed
RPD and RER values that were over the minimum value

Figure 2. Distribution plots for sinigrin, gluconapin, 4-hydroxyglucobras-
sicin, and total glucosinolates in the whole set of samples (n ) 208).
Values are expressed as micromoles per gram of dry weight.
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recommended for screening of seed material (24). The SDTE
for gluconapin showed bias and slope similar to those exhibited
by sinigrin, although the bias was slightly higher than those
shown by the other equations. The SEL and SEP/SEL ratio
shown by the SDTE for gluconapin were 5.63µmol/g of dw
and 2.08, respectively.

4-Hydroxyglucobrassicin.High SECs (from 0.92 to 1.00
µmol/g of dw) and lowR2 values (from 0.36 to 0.45) were
shown by the equations for 4-hydroxyglucobrassicin in calibra-
tion. Similar prediction abilities were shown by the three
equations in cross-validation, which were modeled with three
and four terms, and showed the lowest prediction abilities of
all the glucosinolate equations, on the basis of the SD/SECV
ratio. A low coefficient of determination in cross-validation
(0.33) was also exhibited by these equations.

The external validation was conducted with the equations
developed in the calibration process. Ther2, RPDs, and RERs
exhibited by all of the equations were low (Table 1; Figure
3C), the diverse equations showing similar performances. Slopes
for the three equations were far from 1, predicted values for
4-hydroxyglucobrassicin being underestimated (positive biases).

The SEL and the SEP/SEL ratio for the SDTE for 4-hy-
droxyglucobrassicin were 0.70µmol/g of dw, and 1.4, respec-

tively, the latter being the lowest value of the different equations
obtained for any parameter.

Total Glucosinolates.FDTE and SDTE showed almost
identical SECs (17.00 and 17.36µmol/g of dw, respectively)
andR2 values (0.79 and 0.78, respectively) in calibration and
also 1-VR (0.70) and SD/SECV (1.84 and 1.82, respectively)
in cross-validation. FDTE was modeled with seven terms,
whereas five terms were selected in cross-validation as the
optimum number to fit the second-derivative equation. Three
samples were identified in cross-validation as being chemical
outliers, two of them matching those outliers of the sinigrin
and gluconapin equations.

In the external validation, the FDTE showed the lowest SEP
(15.65 µmol/g of dw) and, therefore, the higher RPD (2.18)
and RER (10.56) of the three equations (Table 1). The r2

showed by the FDTE was high (0.82) (Figure 3D). The various
predictive models for total glucosinolates showed similar slopes.

The SEL and its respective SEP/SEL ratio for the FDTE were
9.76 µmol/g of dw, and 1.60, respectively.

MPLS Loading Plots. Figure 4 shows the MPLS loading
spectra for factors 1, 2, and 3, respectively, for sinigrin (2, 5,
5, 2; SNV + DT), andFigure 5 displays the NIR reflectance

Table 1. External Validation Statistics for Sinigrin, Gluconapin, 4-Hydroxyglucobrassicin, and Total Glucosinolates (Micromoles per Gram of Dry
Weight) NIR Predictive Equations in the Intact Seed of B. juncea (n ) 69)

component rangea meanb SDc SEPd r 2e RPDf RERg

sinigrin 4.70−178.25 68.51 48.58 18.74 0.86 2.59 9.26
gluconapin 0.51−142.56 54.92 48.89 11.74 0.95 4.16 12.09
4-hydroxyglucobrassicin 0.30−5.55 2.56 1.16 0.98 0.33 1.18 5.35
total glucosinolates 21.89−187.29 127.62 34.15 15.65 0.82 2.18 10.56

a Range of the reference data in the external validation set. b Mean value of the reference data in the external validation set. c Standard deviation of the reference data
in the external validation set. d Standard error of the prediction. e Coefficient of determination in the external validation. f Ratio of the standard deviation to SEP. g Ratio of
the range to SEP.

Figure 3. External validation scatter plots for sinigrin (A), gluconapin (B), 4-hydroxyglucobrassicin (C), and total glucosinolates (D). Values are expressed
as micromoles per gram of dry weight.
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second-derivative spectrum of commercial sinigrin monohydrate
(C10H16NO9S2K‚H2O) (Sigma).

The first MPLS factor of the SDTE was mainly influenced
by bands at 2052 nm related to N-H symmetric stretch plus
amide II or N-H asymmetric stretch plus amide III and at 1916
nm related to O-H stretch/OH deformation hydroxyl (32). Other
wavelengths displayed in the first MPLS loading plot that
matched those of the sinigrin spectrum were 1628 nm, related
to C-H stretch first overtone ofdCH groups; 1694 nm, related
to S-H stretch first overtone or C-H stretch first overtone of
the CH3 groups; 1980 and 2172 nm, related to N-H stretch of
amides; and 2300 nm, assigned to C-H combination tones
(32, 33).

The second MPLS loading was mainly influenced by C-H
combination tones at 2348 and 2308 nm, C-H stretch first
overtone at 1764 and 1724 nm, C-H combinations at 1388 nm,
and C-H stretch second overtone at 1212 nm and also by water.
The third MPLS factor was the most correlated to sinigrin, and
its loading plot resembled that of the second factor.

DISCUSSION

The accuracy of an NIR equation to predict unknowns is
usually established on the basis of ther2 (34) and RPD and
RER (24,34) statistics, as generated in the external validation.
However, other authors consider that the SECV and theR2 are
the two basic statistics to establish the acceptable level of
accuracy for a calibration (22), as SEP can be quite variable

depending on laboratory errors and sample representation in the
validation set.

The values forR2 shown by the equations in this work
indicated excellent quantitative information (FDTE and SDTE
of sinigrin and gluconapin), good quantitative information
(FDTE and SDTE of total glucosinolates), or correct separation
of the samples into high and low groups (4-hydroxyglucobras-
sicin) (22). On the basis of ther2 shown in the external
validation, excellent (SDTE of gluconapin) and good quantita-
tive information (SDTE of sinigrin and FDTE of total glucosi-
nolates) was obtained, except for the 4-hydroxyglucobrassicin.
The low R2 and r2 exhibited by the 4-hydroxyglucobrassicin
equations are explained here by the low mean content of this
glucosinolate in the samples of theB. junceaseed and, also, by
the larger inaccuracies in the determination of this indole
glucosinolate in comparison to the others, factors that seriously
affect the existing correlation (34). According to Williams (34),
accuracy in the reference analysis is essential to setting up
efficient NIR calibrations. Usually, the lower accuracy exhibited
by NIRS is due to inaccuracies in their respective reference
analyses and the SEP has to be put in perspective by relating it
to SEL. The increment of the error of the laboratory expressed
by the 4-hydroxyglucobrassicin could be explained in this work,
by its extremely low concentration in the seed (mean) 2.42
µmol/g of dw), which would made it more prone to variations
in the analytical process. This assertion is supported by the
comparative study of the different SEP/SEL values for the
equations obtained in this work. Thus, on the basis of this ratio,
the FDTE of the 4-hydroxyglucobrassicin and total glucosino-
lates, which showed the lowestr2 in the external validation of
all the parameters (Table 1), were classified as equations
showing excellent precision. In contrast, the SDTE of sinigrin
and gluconapin, which, on the other hand, showed highr2, were
classified at a lower level of precision (good precision) on the
basis of the SEP/SEL ratio.

The cross-validation and external validation resulted in similar
SD/SECV and RPD values for all of the parameters except for
gluconapin. The SDTE for gluconapin showed a higher RPD
performance in the external validation (RPD) 4.16) than in
cross-validation (SD/SECV) 2.99). An explanation for this is
that SEP values are limited by the degree of correlation between
reference data and NIR predictions (34). Thus, the higherr2

shown by gluconapin in the external validation (0.95) with
respect to that of the cross-validation (0.89) would lead to a
lower SEP, thus increasing the RPD. The higherr2 obtained in
the external validation is probably related to a particular
representation of the samples in the validation set, and this
supports the idea that SECV is the best single estimate of the
prediction capability of the equation (22).

Many authors have reported variable NIR prediction data on
Brassicaglucosinolates, but mainly in rapeseed (6-10), because
of the commercial interest of this species. Coefficients of
determination for total glucosinolates in the external validation
reported in “canola” commodity by Williams and Sobering (9)
and by Daun et al. (10), in NIR reflectance, were 0.74 and 0.82,
respectively, these results being similar to those reported in the
present work. In addition, the above-mentioned authors obtained
RPDs for total glucosinolates that ranged from 1.94 to 1.36,
values that were lower than those obtained by us in this study.
An RPD value (2.29) similar to those shown by us in this study
for total glucosinolates has been reported by Daun et al. (10).
However, other authors have reported high-accuracy equations
for total glucosinolates (6). An RPD of 10.78 is inferred from

Figure 4. MPLS loading spectra for sinigrin in B. juncea seed in the
second derivative (2, 5, 5, 2; SNV + DT) transformation. Panels A, B,
and C represent loadings for factors 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
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the SEP and SD data reported, which indicates a predictive
model with a high accuracy.

In a previous work (13) performed withB. junceaintact seed,
we obtained coefficients of determination in cross-validation
for sinigrin (1-VR) 0.74) and gluconapin (1-VR) 0.80) that
were similar to those shown in this work, and the value obtained
for total glucosinolates (1-VR) 0.88) was higher than that
presented in this study (Table 1). In our opinion, the lower
coefficient of determination for the total glucosinolate equation
shown in this work could be due to the higher variability
exhibited by the samples, in comparison to those of the previous
work. Basically, this increment of variability was done by adding
a significant number of samples with a low total glucosinolate
content (Table 1). This could lead to an increment of the error
of the HPLC analysis, thus decreasing the prediction ability of
the new equation.

On the basis of the similarities between the second-derivative
transformation of the sinigrin monohydrate spectrum (Figure
5) and the first MPLS loading for this constituent (Figure 4A),
it seems that absorbers of the sinigrin molecule participated
directly in modeling this factor. However, some of the groupings
occurring in the sinigrin molecule also occur in the major cell
constituents (protein, lipids, starch, cellulose, etc.) as overtones
or combinations. This makes it difficult to conclude the degree
of participation of the structural proteins, cellulose, or oil in
the calibration of sinigrin. Because the-R group of glucosi-
nolates is derived from amino acids, it is possible that some
correlation between the protein and the total glucosinolate
content of the embryo exists. In addition, protein and oil have
been reported to show a high negative correlation in the seed
of Brassica(14). These inherent correlations between glucosi-
nolates and some major constituents in the seed could also
explain the NIR modeling capability for sinigrin.

Results reported in this work show that NIRS is able to predict
the sinigrin, gluconapin, and total glucosinolate contents in the
intact seed ofBrassica juncea, with sufficient accuracy for
screening purposes. Each sample that we analyzed by using the
NIRS method took us∼1.5 min, and prediction results for the
individual and total glucosinolate contents were monitored
instantaneously. The equations shown in this work have been
recently applied to the evaluation of the glucosinolate composi-
tion of ∼3000 individual plants ofB. juncea. This has allowed
the rapid identification and selection of the genotypes of interest,
which would not have been possible by using HPLC. NIRS is
thus ideal for mass screening programs in large-scale plant
monitoring.

ABBREVIATIONS USED

FDTE, first-derivative transformation equation; MPLS, modi-
fied partial least-squares; NIRS, near-infrared spectroscopy;
PCA, principal component analysis; RER, ratio of the range to

standard error of prediction; RPD, ratio of the standard deviation
to standard error of prediction; SD, standard deviation; SDTE,
second-derivative transformation equation; SEC, standard error
of calibration; SECV, standard error of cross-validation; SEL,
standard error of laboratory; SEP, standard error of prediction;
SNV-DT, standard normal variate and detrending;R2, coefficient
of determination in the calibration;r2, coefficient of determi-
nation in the external validation; 1-VR, coefficient of determi-
nation in the cross-validation.
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